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Hi there! 

I'm Kasey!

Thank you for allowing Mable's Tables to express your vision through

our work. We are dedicated to providing not only floral, but a luxury

event ambiance. Personally, I have 9 years in hotel sales and event

experience and five in floral. Our team members all originate in hotel,

floral and design backgrounds. 

 

Being the small fish in a big pond, allows us our undivided attention

on you. Therefore, You will be our only wedding for the weekend! 

 

Family is the glue that keeps us together in life and love. We are

honored to be able to share your wedding with you and look forward

to welcoming you to the Mable's Tables Family!

WELCOME TO MY WORLD!

COMMUNICATION 

 
Office hours are very flexible! We are able to meet all days and times
of the week with prior appointment. Text is always the best option for a
quick response.
 
kasey@mablestablesflowers.com       202.355.4452
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Packages

The Essentials 

$1,000

Bridal Bouquet - Roses, Hydrangea, Stock, Lysianthus, Greenery and Other
Seasonal Floral (special request floral will need to be approved), ribbon on
handle to match colors

Hand Tied
Cascade
Loose  

Six Bridesmaid Bouquets - Similar color to bride
One Groom Boutonniere - 
Six Groomsmen Boutonnieres
Four Wrist Corsages
Four Additional Boutonnieres

The Essentials allows you to focus on the other details of your forever day and let us
focus on the most photographed pieces, the bouquets and bridal party floral. 
 
You provide the party colors and we'll work on a mood board for you to make sure
you're visions are achieved!
 
Includes:
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** This proposal is not a binding agreement. Details of proposal subject to change based on final floral, rental
and other decor decisions. Contract is binding agreement for pricing and avalibility. 

This package is available for pick up for 10 mi radius delivery only. 



Packages

From the Altar to the Party

Bridal Bouquet - Cascade in Holder, Hand Tied, Loose, Your Choice!
Six Bridesmaid Bouquets
Groom Boutonniere
Groomsmen Boutonneire
Four Wrist Corsages
Four Boutonnieres for additional House party
Flower Girl Basket with Petals

Ceremony Decor from the Following:
Two altar pieces and petals for the Aisle (columns available)
Arch/Chuppah/Mandap Decor - Included Draping
Smaller amount of floral from ceremony and chair floral on every other row.
 

Six Small arrangements for Cocktail Tables
Six Tall Arrangements - In Clear Tall Vase, Stand, Option to discuss tall holder - Tall Holder is
rental. Votive Candles
Six Short Arrangements - Clear or accent color vases, compote, glass, stone, to discuss. Votive
candles
Cake Flowers - for a typical 3 tier cake
Toss Bouquet - because you're not going to want to throw your personal masterpiece! 

From the Altar to the Party is just as it says! We come to you and outfit your ceremony, post
ceremony and reception floral. 
 
After our initial consult, we will present you with a custom mood board for your review. Vases, stands
and candles are all items that are able to be altered in this package. Additional floral outside of the
typical in season or upgrade, will need to be confirmed. 
 
Bridal Party

 
Ceremony

Reception 

Investment: $3,000
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** This proposal is not a binding agreement. Details of proposal subject to change based on final floral, rental
and other decor decisions. Contract is binding agreement for pricing and avalibility. 



Packages

Custom Dream Wedding

At Mable's Tables we are lovers of event design. Have a piece you are dying to
have, we will have it created for you. 
 
We have floral purveyors across the world, that can accommodate special floral
requests and orders.
 
This package will be created after our initial in person consultation.
 
Items typical to this package - Flower garlands, flower walls, hanging floral pieces

Your Dreams - Your Budget - We Create
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** This proposal is not a binding agreement. Details of proposal subject to change based
on final floral, rental and other decor decisions. Contract is binding agreement for pricing
and avalibility. 



See More Great Projects on our Website!
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Our Portfolio



Testimonials

Tatiana & David - April 2019

Long overdue review here! I had a wonderful experience with
Mable's Tables Flowers!! Incredibly creative, professional and
flexible. The work she did was so beyond expectation, I can't
imagine what my wedding would've looked like without her vision!
So lucky to have found her!!!

Lucy & Marshall - December 2018
Kasey is fantastic. She made our wedding so beautiful with the
arrangements and centerpieces. Prior to booking Kasey I received
over fifteen quotes and was starting to believe I would have to settle
on candle centerpieces as what I wanted was too expensive and out
of our budget. But I found Kasey on one of my extensive searches
and took a chance and everything ended up more beautiful than I
could have imagined. She listened to all my requests and made my
vision come to life. I could not have asked for more beautiful
arrangements and everyone at the wedding could not stop raving
about them. Not to mention she also was able to acquire flowers that
were out of season and within my budget.

"Mable's Table is the best florist in town! She did amazing job and
very responsive even in the busy season! I loved everything about
my flowers on my big day!
 

Crystal & Zach- July 2019
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